
  Bingo Lingo Quiz   
Patterns of bingo-friendly letters (mnemonic: C-A-T-N-I-P    H-O-L-D-E-R-S)  

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern RAC- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

ACCNOORS carnivorous mammal [n] 

ACEEGORR one who regularly goes to horse races [n -S] 

AACEEMRT chemical salt [n -S] 

ACEIMMRS state of being racemic (pertaining to racemate (chemical salt)) [n -S] 

ACEEIMRZ to convert into racemic compound [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ACDEIMOR pertaining to raceme (mode of arrangement of flowers along axis) [adj] 

ACEEMORS having form of raceme [adj] 

ACEMORSU having form of raceme [adj] 

AACEKLRW to walk for speed while maintaining foot contact with ground and keeping supporting leg straight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AACERSWY channel for conducting water [n] 

ACDEEHRT to increase or decrease by small amounts [v] 

ACDEHIRS spinal column [n] 

AACHILLR central stalk of grass spikelet [n -E] 

ACEHIRSS spinal column [n] 

ACCHIIRT rickets (disease resulting from vitamin D deficiency) [adj] 

ACHIIRST rickets (disease resulting from vitamin D deficiency) [n -TIDES, -ES] 

AACILLRY pertaining to ethnic group [adv] 

ACEINRSS quality of being racy (bordering on impropriety or indecency) [n -ES] 

ACDEEKRT to make loud noise [v] 

ACFKLRSU as much as rack can hold [n] 

ACKKORRW type of mechanism [n -S] 

ACEELRTT cheese dish [n -S] 

ACEQRSTU lightweight implement used in various ball games [n] 
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ANSWERS 

RACCOONS ACCNOORS RACCOON, carnivorous mammal [n] 

RACEGOER ACEEGORR one who regularly goes to horse races [n -S] 

RACEMATE AACEEMRT chemical salt [n -S] 

RACEMISM ACEIMMRS state of being racemic (pertaining to racemate (chemical salt)) [n -S] 

RACEMIZE ACEEIMRZ to convert into racemic compound [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

RACEMOID ACDEIMOR pertaining to raceme (mode of arrangement of flowers along axis) [adj] 

RACEMOSE ACEEMORS having form of raceme [adj] 

RACEMOUS ACEMORSU racemose (having form of raceme) [adj] 

RACEWALK AACEKLRW to walk for speed while maintaining foot contact with ground and keeping supporting leg straight [v -D, -ING, -S] 

RACEWAYS AACERSWY RACEWAY, channel for conducting water [n] 

RACHETED ACDEEHRT RACHET, ratchet (to increase or decrease by small amounts) [v] 

RACHIDES ACDEHIRS RACHIS, spinal column [n] 

RACHILLA AACHILLR central stalk of grass spikelet [n -E] 

RACHISES ACEHIRSS RACHIS, spinal column [n] 

RACHITIC ACCHIIRT RACHITIS, rickets (disease resulting from vitamin D deficiency) [adj] 

RACHITIS ACHIIRST rickets (disease resulting from vitamin D deficiency) [n -TIDES, -ES] 

RACIALLY AACILLRY RACIAL, pertaining to ethnic group [adv] 

RACINESS ACEINRSS quality of being racy (bordering on impropriety or indecency) [n -ES] 

RACKETED ACDEEKRT RACKET, to make loud noise [v] 

RACKFULS ACFKLRSU RACKFUL, as much as rack can hold [n] 

RACKWORK ACKKORRW type of mechanism [n -S] 

RACLETTE ACEELRTT cheese dish [n -S] 

RACQUETS ACEQRSTU RACQUET, lightweight implement used in various ball games [n] 
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